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The manufacturing process of a part involves sequential steps and each step could be viewed as the
part being manufactured by a process module with some specific function. The module must be placed
on a machine and connected with the machine via standard interfaces. The machine considered here
is a carrier or general platform that can hold one or several different modules simultaneously. Based
on the idea that modules are independent of machines and different combinations of modules and
machines result in different configurations, the cyclic reconfigurable flow shop is proposed for the new
manufacturing paradigm-Reconfigurable Manufacturing System (RMS). The cyclic reconfigurable
flow shop can be modeled as a timed event graph. Different cases of cyclic reconfigurable flow shops
are discussed respectively and the optimal configuration can be obtained by solving the corresponding
mixed-integer program derived from the timed event graph model.

1 Introduction

In order to stay competitive in current manufacturing environment, compa-
nies must respond to the drastic changes of market demands quickly and cost-
effectively. Koren et al. (1999) have proposed a new manufacturing paradigm
that a reconfigurable manufacturing system (RMS) is designed at the outset
for rapid change in structure, as well as in hardware and software components,
in order to quickly adjust production capacity and functionality within a part
family in response to sudden changes in market or in regulatory requirements.
Compared with conventional manufacturing systems such as dedicated man-
ufacturing system (DMS) or flexible manufacturing system (FMS), RMS is a
dynamic, evolving system and it has been generally acknowledged to be one
of the future manufacturing paradigms.

RMS has been extensively studied by many scholars from different aspects.
Zhao et al. (2000a,b, 2001a,b) have proposed that products required by cus-
tomers can be classified into several product families, each of which is a set
of similar products and each family corresponds to one configuration of the
RMS. The products belonging to the same family will be produced by the
RMS under the corresponding configuration and three issues related to RMS
(i.e. the optimal configurations in the design, the optimal selection policy in
the utilization and the performance measure in the improvement) are further
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discussed. Yigit et al. (2002, 2003) has addressed the problem of optimizing
modular products in RMS. The problem is posed as a generalized subset se-
lection problem where the best subsets of modules instances of unknown sizes
are determined by minimizing an object function that represents a trade-off
between the quality loss due to modularization and the cost of reconfigura-
tion while satisfying the problem constrains. Abdi and Labib have employed
analytical hierarchical process (AHP) or fuzzy analytical hierarchical process
(FAHP) in the design strategy (2003), grouping and selecting products (2004a)
and feasibility study of the tactical design justification (2004b) for RMS. Bruc-
coleri et al. (2003) have discussed the issue of exception handling in RMS.
Others focus on the aspects of RMS such as reconfigurable machining tools
(Landers et al. 2001), logic controllers (Park et al. 1999, 2001), etc.

In this paper, a kind of cyclic reconfigurable flow shops are proposed for
the RMS. This paper is organized as follows. The basic idea that modules
are independent of machines and different combinations of modules and ma-
chines result in different configurations is explained in section 2. Based on the
above idea, a kind of cyclic reconfigurable flow shops are proposed in section
3 and modeled as timed event graphs in section 4. In section 5, mixed-integer
programs are derived from the timed event graph models to obtain the opti-
mal configurations. An example is illustrated in section 6 and future work is
discussed in section 7.

2 Basic idea

The manufacturing process of a part involves sequential steps and each step
could be viewed as the part being manufactured by a process module with
some specific function. The module must be placed on a machine and con-
nected with the machine via standard interfaces. The machine considered here
is a carrier or general platform that can hold one or several different modules si-
multaneously. The machine plays the role of supplying power, communicating,
coordinating and controlling different modules, and etc. For example, a robot
(machine) can perform the operations of cutting and drilling if it is equipped
with the cutting and drilling tools (modules). Other examples are the dedicated
machine in DMS and computerized numerically controlled (CNC) machine in
FMS. The dedicated machine could be considered as a machine with only one
module to perform single functionality, while the CNC machine is a machine
with multiple modules to achieve functional flexibility. However, the modules
are fixed on the dedicated or CNC machine traditionally. In order to quickly
adjust system capacity and functionality to meet market changes, one possible
solution would be to make modules independent of machines, that is, mod-
ules can be removed from one machine and added to another machine freely.
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Different combinations of modules and machines result in different configura-
tions. The process of the system changing from one configuration to another
is called reconfigure. Generally speaking, the system performance differs under
different configurations. One goal of the reconfigurable manufacturing systems
is to find a reasonable configuration method (i.e. to distribute modules over
machines) to achieve the desired system performance.

It’s worth noting that to some degree the above module concept are similar
to that proposed by Rogers and Bottaci (1997). Rogers and Bottaci divide
the modules into four categories: process machine primitives, motion units,
modular fixturing and configurable control systems. The modular production
systems (MPS) are built upon the appropriate selection of modules from these
categories.

3 Cyclic reconfigurable flow shop descriptions

The flow shop is one traditional way of organizing manufacturing systems. In
a flow shop, all jobs (parts) have the same route through serial machines while
the sequences of the jobs on each machine may be different. Permutation flow
shops are a special class of flow shops where the sequences of the jobs on each
machine are identical. Garey et al. (1976) prove that the problem of scheduling
for the permutation flow shop with more than two machines and makespan
minimization as the objective is NP-complete. Extensive literature has been
focused on developing heuristic procedures to find sub-optimal solutions and
Framinan et al. (2004) give a good review and classification of heuristics for
this problem. In manufacturing environment, cyclic scheduling policy is widely
adopted to repetitively produce the so-called minimal part set (MPS), or prod-
uct mix, where the MPS is the smallest possible set of product type quantities
in which the numbers of assembled products of the various types are in the
desired ratios. The manufacturing system produces one MPS each cycle and
the throughput is represented as the inverse of the cycle time. Much effort has
been devoted to the study of cyclic manufacturing systems (Crama and van
de Klundert 1997, Kamoun and Sriskandarajah 1993).

Based on the idea in section 2, a kind of cyclic reconfigurable flow shops
are proposed. For the convenience of descriptions, the following notations are
made at first.

(1) J = {Jk|k = 1, 2, ..., |J |} is a finite set of jobs.
(2) M = {Mj |j = 1, 2, ..., |M |} is a finite set of machines.
(3) m = {mi|i = 1, 2, ..., |m|} is a finite set of modules.
(4) m(Jk) denotes the set of modules required to manufacture Jk such that

m(Jk) ⊆ m and m =
⋃|J |

k=1 m(Jk).
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(5) σ(Jk) = {(mi1 ,mi2)|mi1 ,mi2 ∈ m(Jk) and mi1 precedes mi2} denotes the
set of module precedences required to manufacture Jk. The ordered pair
(mi1 ,mi2) denotes that module mi1 precedes module mi2 when manufac-
turing Jk.

(6) σ =
⋃|J |

k=1 σ(Jk) denotes the set of module precedences.

Carried by each own pallet (cart or automatic guided vehicle (AGV)), jobs
J1, J2, ..., J|J | access machines M1,M2, ..., M|M | sequentially (the job will not
skip the machine even if there is no operation on the machine). After being
processed by all the machines, the job is unloaded from the pallet and the pallet
returns immediately to pick up the next job. The combination of modules and
machines can be represented as a configuration matrix Y and each entry of Y
is defined as

yi,j =
{

1 if mi is placed on Mj under one configuration
0 otherwise

Y ∈ B|m|×|M |,B = {0, 1}. Because one module must be placed on only one
machine under any configuration, Y should satisfy

|M |∑

j=1

yi,j = 1 i = 1, 2, ..., |m|. (1)

Let C denote the configuration set (i.e. the set of the configuration matrices)
and |C| = |M ||m|. The index of the machine that mi is placed on can be
represented as

MI(mi) =
|M |∑

j=1

jyi,j i = 1, 2, ..., |m|.

According to the characteristics of flow shops (i.e. all jobs visit the machines
in the increasing order of the machine indexes and every machine is visited
once by each job), for any ordered pair (mi1 ,mi2), we have

MI(mi1) ≤ MI(mi2) (mi1 ,mi2) ∈ σ

or

|M |∑

j=1

jyi1,j ≤
|M |∑

j=1

jyi2,j (mi1 ,mi2) ∈ σ (2)
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where the equality holds if and only if mi1 ,mi2 are placed on the same machine.
Let Yf denote the feasible configuration matrix satisfying constraints (1),(2)
and Cf the feasible configuration set (i.e. the set of feasible configuration
matrices). Cf is a subset of C, that is, Cf ⊆ C.

To simplify the analysis, the following assumptions are made

(1) The number of pallets carrying Jk is one and the buffers between machines
are infinite.

(2) The processing time of Jk on mi, denoted by zk,i, is deterministic (positive
constant) if mi ∈ m(Jk) or 0 otherwise.

(3) Compared with the processing time, the transportation time between ma-
chines, the setup time of machines and the changeover time between mod-
ules on the same machine can be neglected. The processing time of Jk on
Mj , denoted by wk,j , equals the sum of the processing time of Jk on all
the needed modules placed on Mj , i.e.

wk,j =
∑

mi∈m(Jk)∧MI(mi)=j

zk,i

further rewritten as

wk,j =
|m|∑

i=1

zk,iyi,j (3)

or

W = ZY (4)

where W = (w)k,j(Z = (z)k,i) denotes the processing time matrix of jobs
on machines (resp. on modules).

(4) The operations of jobs on machines are non-preemptive.

4 Timed event graph-based cyclic reconfigurable flow shop modeling

An ordinary Petri net (Murata 1989) is a 4-tuple, PN = (P, T, F,K0) where

P = {p1, p2, ..., p|P |} is a finite set of places.
T = {t1, t2, ..., t|T |} is a finite set of transitions.
F ⊆ (P × T )

⋃
(T × P ) is a set of directed arcs.

K0 : P → {0, 1, 2, ...} is the initial marking.
P

⋂
T = ∅ and P

⋃
T 6= ∅.
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An event graph (marked graph or decision-free net) is an ordinary Petri net
such that each place p has exactly one input transition and exactly one output
transition, i.e.

|•p| = |p•| = 1 ∀p ∈ P

where •p(p•) denotes the set of input (resp. output) transitions of p. A timed
event graph is an event graph with certain timing policy. The timing policy
adopted in this paper is that the transitions are timed while the places are
not. As soon as being enabled, transition t starts firing (i.e. consumes one
token from each of its input places) and ends firing (i.e. generates one token
to each of its output places) after some amount of time (release delay). The
following results are well known for the timed event graphs (Commoner et al.
1971, Ramamoorthy and Ho 1980).

(1) An event graph is live if and only if each circuit contains at least one token
in the initial marking.

(2) The number of tokens in each circuit remains constant in all the reachable
markings.

(3) Let xl
t be the time at which transition t starts firing for the l-th time. The

cycle time of transition t is defined as

lim
l→∞

xl
t

l
.

In a live and strongly connected event graph, all transitions have the same
cycle time λ and λ is given by

λ = max
γ∈Γ

µ(γ)
κ(γ)

where γ denotes one circuit; Γ denotes the set of circuits; µ(γ) denotes the
sum of release delay of the transitions in circuit γ and κ(γ) denotes the
number of tokens that circuit γ contains in the initial marking K0.

Karp algorithm (Karp 1978), Howard algorithm (Cochet-Terrasson et al.
1998), linear programming method (Campos et al. 1992, Magott 1984, Ya-
mada and Kataoka 1994) and etc. are available for evaluating λ.

The cyclic reconfigurable flow shop in which the sequences of jobs on each
machine are identical and fixed, i.e. J1J2...J|J |, can be modeled as a timed
event graph, TEG1 = (P, T, F,K0) where

P = P b
⋃

P r
⋃

P c1
⋃

P c2 is the set of places where
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P b = {pb
k,j |k = 1, 2, ..., |J |; j = 1, 2, ..., |M | − 1} is the set of buffer

places.
P r = {pr

k,|M ||k = 1, 2, ..., |J |} is the set of resource places.
P c1 = {pc1

k,j |j = 1, 2, .., |M |; k = 1, 2, ..., |J | − 1} is the set of initially
unmarked command places.
P c2 = {pc2

|J |,j |j = 1, 2, ..., |M |} is the set of initially marked command
places.

T = {tk,j |k = 1, 2, ..., |J |; j = 1, 2, ..., |M |} is the set of transitions. Tran-
sition tk,j denotes the operation of job Jk on machine Mj and the release
delay of tk,j is wk,j .
F = F b

⋃
F r

⋃
F c1

⋃
F c2 is the set of directed arcs where

F b = {(tk,j , p
b
k,j), (p

b
k,j , tk,j+1)|k = 1, 2, ..., |J |; j = 1, 2, ..., |M | − 1} is

the set of directed arcs that go from or to the buffer places.
F r = {(tk,|M |, pr

k,|M |), (p
r
k,|M |, tk,1)|k = 1, 2, ..., |J |} is the set of directed

arcs that go from or to the resource places.
F c1 = {(tk,j , p

c1
k,j), (p

c1
k,j , tk+1,j)|j = 1, 2, .., |M |; k = 1, 2, ..., |J |−1} is the

set of directed arcs that go from or to the initially unmarked command
places.
F c2 = {(t|J |,j , pc2

|J |,j), (p
c2

|J |,j , t1,j)|j = 1, 2, ..., |M |} is the set of directed
arcs that go from or to the initially marked command places.

K0 : P → {0, 1, 2, ...} is the initial marking where

K0(p) =





0 p ∈ P b

1 p ∈ P r

0 p ∈ P c1

1 p ∈ P c2

.

The buffer, resource and command places are classified according to the
method used in (Hillion and Proth 1989). TEG1 is shown in figure 1 where
bars represent transitions, circles represent places and dots represent tokens.

The sequence of jobs on Mj can be represented by a permutation πj (i.e.
a bijection from the set J to itself) and π−1

j (k) denotes the position that job
Jk is in the permutation. For the cases that the sequences of jobs on each
machine may be different, the cyclic reconfigurable flow shop can be modeled
as a timed event graph extended with undirected arcs, TEG2 = (P, T, F,K0)
where

P = P b
⋃

P r
⋃

P c1
⋃

P c2 is the set of places where
P b = {pb

k,j |k = 1, 2, ..., |J |; j = 1, 2, ..., |M | − 1} is the set of buffer
places.
P r = {pr

k,|M ||k = 1, 2, ..., |J |} is the set of resource places.
P c1 = {pc1

k1k2,j
|j = 1, 2, .., |M |; k1, k2 = 1, 2, ..., |J |, k1 < k2} is the set of
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Figure 1. Timed event graph model TEG1

initially unmarked command places.
P c2 = {pc2

k1k2,j
|j = 1, 2, ..., |M |; k1, k2 = 1, 2, ..., |J |, k1 < k2} is the set of

possibly initially marked command places.
T = {tk,j |k = 1, 2, ..., |J |; j = 1, 2, ..., |M |} is the set of transitions. Tran-
sition tk,j denotes the operation of job Jk on machine Mj and the release
delay of tk,j is wk,j .
F = F b

⋃
F r

⋃
F c1

⋃
F c2 is the set of directed and undirected arcs where

F b = {(tk,j , p
b
k,j), (p

b
k,j , tk,j+1)|k = 1, 2, ..., |J |; j = 1, 2, ..., |M | − 1} is

the set of directed arcs that go from or to the buffer places.
F r = {(tk,|M |, pr

k,|M |), (p
r
k,|M |, tk,1)|k = 1, 2, ..., |J |} is the set of directed

arcs that go from or to the resource places.
F c1 = {(tk1,j , p

c1
k1k2,j

), (pc1
k1k2,j

, tk2,j)|j = 1, 2, ..., |M |; k1, k2 =
1, 2, ..., |J |, k1 < k2} is the set of undirected arcs that connect the ini-
tially unmarked command places.
F c2 = {(tk1,j , p

c2
k1k2,j

), (pc2
k1k2,j

, tk2,j)|j = 1, 2, ..., |M |; k1, k2 =
1, 2, ..., |J |, k1 < k2} is the set of undirected arcs that connect the pos-
sibly initially marked command places.
pc1

k1k2,j
, pc2

k1k2,j
and the related undirected arcs are shown in figure 2.

K0 : P → {0, 1, 2, ...} is the initial marking where
∀pb

k,j ∈ P b,K0(pb
k,j) = 0.

∀pr
k,|M | ∈ P r,K0(pr

k,|M |) = 1.
∀pc1

k1k2,j
∈ P c1 ,K0(pc1

k1k2,j
) = 0.
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Figure 2. pc1
k1k2,j , pc2

k1k2,j and the related undirected arcs

∀pc2
k1k2,j

∈ P c2 ,

K0(pc2
k1k2,j

) =





1 if π−1
j (k1) = 1 and π−1

j (k2) = |J |
1 if π−1

j (k1) = |J | and π−1
j (k2) = 1

0 otherwise
.

If πj is known, the undirected arcs can be converted into the directed arcs
under some conditions. In table 1, column 1, 2 and 3 corresponds to the undi-
rected arcs, directed arcs and the conditions respectively.

Table 1. Directed arcs converted from undirected arcs under some conditions when πj is known

Undirected arcs Directed arcs Conditions

(tk1,j , pc1
k1k2,j), (p

c1
k1k2,j , tk2,j) (tk1,j , pc1

k1k2,j), (p
c1
k1k2,j , tk2,j) π−1

j (k1) < π−1
j (k2)

(tk2,j , pc1
k1k2,j), (p

c1
k1k2,j , tk1,j) π−1

j (k1) > π−1
j (k2)

(tk1,j , pc2
k1k2,j), (p

c2
k1k2,j , tk2,j) (tk2,j , pc2

k1k2,j), (p
c2
k1k2,j , tk1,j) π−1

j (k1) = 1 and π−1
j (k2) = |J |

(tk1,j , pc2
k1k2,j), (p

c2
k1k2,j , tk2,j) π−1

j (k1) = |J | and π−1
j (k2) = 1

(tk1,j , pc2
k1k2,j), (p

c2
k1k2,j , tk2,j) π−1

j (k1) < π−1
j (k2) and

π−1
j (k1)− 1 + |J | − π−1

j (k2) 6= 0

(tk2,j , pc2
k1k2,j), (p

c2
k1k2,j , tk1,j) π−1

j (k1) > π−1
j (k2) and

|J | − π−1
j (k1) + π−1

j (k2)− 1 6= 0

5 Timed event graph-based cyclic reconfigurable flow shop optimization

The throughput can be represented as the inverse of the cycle time (i.e. 1/λ).
Obviously, the smaller the cycle time is, the greater the throughput is. As
described in section 2, different configurations would result in different system
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performance. If cycle time is selected as the system performance to be opti-
mized, the optimal configuration can be defined as the one under which the
reconfigurable flow shop functions with the minimal cycle time. The optimal
configuration can be obtained by solving the mixed-integer programs derived
from the timed event graph models.

Based on TEG1, the corresponding mixed-integer program MIP1 can be
constructed as follows. For every p ∈ P and its related directed arcs, there
exists one inequality constraint

xp• − x•p + K0(p)λ ≥ w•p

where p•(•p) denotes the output (resp. input) transition of p and w•p denotes
the release delay of •p. By combining with constraints (1), (2) and replacing
wk,j with equation (3), MIP1 can be formulated in the following standard
form.

min λ
subject to
xk,j+1 − xk,j −

∑|m|
i=1 zk,iyi,j ≥ 0 k = 1, 2, ..., |J |; j = 1, 2, ..., |M | − 1

xk,1 − xk,|M | + λ−∑|m|
i=1 zk,iyi,|M | ≥ 0 k = 1, 2, ..., |J |

xk+1,j − xk,j −
∑|m|

i=1 zk,iyi,j ≥ 0 j = 1, 2, ..., |M |; k = 1, 2, ..., |J | − 1
x1,j − x|J |,j + λ−∑|m|

i=1 z|J |,iyi,j ≥ 0 j = 1, 2, ..., |M |∑|M |
j=1 yi,j = 1 i = 1, 2, ..., |m|∑|M |
j=1 jyi2,j −

∑|M |
j=1 jyi1,j ≥ 0 (mi1 ,mi2) ∈ σ

λ, xk,j ≥ 0 and yi,j ∈ {0, 1}
(5)

For the case that the sequences of jobs on each machine may be different,
new binary variables ηj,k1,k2 are introduced and defined as

ηj,k1,k2 =
{

1 if Jk1 precedes Jk2 in permutation πj , i.e. π−1
j (k1) < π−1

j (k2)
0 otherwise

.

π−1
j (k) can be represented as

π−1
j (k) = 1 +

∑

ks<k

ηj,ks,k +
∑

kl>k

(1− ηj,k,kl
) (6)

where
∑

ks<k ηj,ks,k(
∑

kl>k(1 − ηj,k,kl
)) is the number of jobs preceding Jk

whose index is smaller (resp. larger) than k in permutation πj .
Similar to MIP1, the mixed-integer program MIP2 can be derived from
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TEG2 in the following way.

(i) For every p ∈ P b
⋃

P r and its related directed arcs, there exists one in-
equality constraint

xp• − x•p + K0(p)λ ≥ w•p.

(ii) For every pc1
k1k2,j

∈ P c1 and its related undirected arcs, there exist a pair
of inequality constraints

xk2,j − xk1,j + R(1− ηj,k1,k2) ≥ wk1,j

xk1,j − xk2,j + Rηj,k1,k2 ≥ wk2,j

where R is a sufficiently large positive constant.
(iii) For every pc2

k1k2,j
∈ P c2 and its related undirected arcs, there exist a pair

of inequality constraints

xk1,j − xk2,j + λ + R[π−1
j (k1)− 1 + |J | − π−1

j (k2)] ≥ wk2,j

xk2,j − xk1,j + λ + R[π−1
j (k2)− 1 + |J | − π−1

j (k1)] ≥ wk1,j
.

Replaced with equation (6), the above constraints can be further rewritten
as

xk1,j − xk2,j + λ + R[1 +
∑

ks<k1
ηj,ks,k1 +

∑
kl>k1

(1− ηj,k1,kl
)− 1

+|J | − 1−∑
ks<k2

ηj,ks,k2 −
∑

kl>k2
(1− ηj,k2,kl

)] ≥ wk2,j

xk2,j − xk1,j + λ + R[1 +
∑

ks<k2
ηj,ks,k2 +

∑
kl>k2

(1− ηj,k2,kl
)− 1

+|J | − 1−∑
ks<k1

ηj,ks,k1 −
∑

kl>k1
(1− ηj,k1,kl

)] ≥ wk1,j

.
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MIP2 is formulated in the standard form as follows.

min λ
subject to
xk,j+1 − xk,j −

∑|m|
i=1 zk,iyi,j ≥ 0 k = 1, 2, ..., |J |; j = 1, 2, ..., |M | − 1

xk,1 − xk,|M | + λ−∑|m|
i=1 zk,iyi,|M | ≥ 0 k = 1, 2, ..., |J |

xk2,j − xk1,j + R(1− ηj,k1,k2)−
∑|m|

i=1 zk1,iyi,j ≥ 0 j = 1, 2, ..., |M |;
k1, k2 = 1, 2, ..., |J |, k1 < k2

xk1,j − xk2,j + Rηj,k1,k2 −
∑|m|

i=1 zk2,iyi,j ≥ 0 j = 1, 2, ..., |M |;
k1, k2 = 1, 2, ..., |J |, k1 < k2

xk1,j − xk2,j + λ + R[1 +
∑

ks<k1
ηj,ks,k1 +

∑
kl>k1

(1− ηj,k1,kl
)− 1

+|J | − 1−∑
ks<k2

ηj,ks,k2 −
∑

kl>k2
(1− ηj,k2,kl

)]−∑|m|
i=1 zk2,iyi,j ≥ 0 j = 1, 2, ..., |M |;

k1, k2 = 1, 2, ..., |J |, k1 < k2

xk2,j − xk1,j + λ + R[1 +
∑

ks<k2
ηj,ks,k2 +

∑
kl>k2

(1− ηj,k2,kl
)− 1

+|J | − 1−∑
ks<k1

ηj,ks,k1 −
∑

kl>k1
(1− ηj,k1,kl

)]−∑|m|
i=1 zk1,iyi,j ≥ 0 j = 1, 2, ..., |M |;

k1, k2 = 1, 2, ..., |J |, k1 < k2∑|M |
j=1 yi,j = 1 i = 1, 2, ..., |m|∑|M |
j=1 jyi2,j −

∑|M |
j=1 jyi1,j ≥ 0 (mi1 ,mi2) ∈ σ

λ, xk,j ≥ 0, yi,j ∈ {0, 1} and ηj,k1,k2 ∈ {0, 1} for k1 < k2

(7)
where R is a sufficiently large positive constant.

Cyclic permutation reconfigurable flow shops, in which the sequences of
jobs on each machine are identical, are a special class of reconfigurable flow
shop. The sequences of jobs on each machine can be represented by the same
permutation π. A new variable βk1,k2 is introduced and defined as

βk1,k2 =
{

1 if Jk1 precedes Jk2 in permutation π, i.e. π−1(k1) < π−1(k2)
0 otherwise .

The following equality holds

ηj,k1,k2 = βk1,k2 j = 1, 2, ..., |M | (8)

Replace ηj,k1,k2 with equation (8) and we get the corresponding mixed-integer
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program MIP3 for the cycle permutation reconfigurable flow shop.

min λ
subject to
xk,j+1 − xk,j −

∑|m|
i=1 zk,iyi,j ≥ 0 k = 1, 2, ..., |J |; j = 1, 2, ..., |M | − 1

xk,1 − xk,|M | + λ−∑|m|
i=1 zk,iyi,|M | ≥ 0 k = 1, 2, ..., |J |

xk2,j − xk1,j + R(1− βk1,k2)−
∑|m|

i=1 zk1,iyi,j ≥ 0 j = 1, 2, ..., |M |;
k1, k2 = 1, 2, ..., |J |, k1 < k2

xk1,j − xk2,j + Rβk1,k2 −
∑|m|

i=1 zk2,iyi,j ≥ 0 j = 1, 2, ..., |M |;
k1, k2 = 1, 2, ..., |J |, k1 < k2

xk1,j − xk2,j + λ + R[1 +
∑

ks<k1
βks,k1 +

∑
kl>k1

(1− βk1,kl
)− 1

+|J | − 1−∑
ks<k2

βks,k2 −
∑

kl>k2
(1− βk2,kl

)]−∑|m|
i=1 zk2,iyi,j ≥ 0 j = 1, 2, ..., |M |;

k1, k2 = 1, 2, ..., |J |, k1 < k2

xk2,j − xk1,j + λ + R[1 +
∑

ks<k2
βks,k2 +

∑
kl>k2

(1− βk2,kl
)− 1

+|J | − 1−∑
ks<k1

βks,k1 −
∑

kl>k1
(1− βk1,kl

)]−∑|m|
i=1 zk1,iyi,j ≥ 0 j = 1, 2, ..., |M |;

k1, k2 = 1, 2, ..., |J |, k1 < k2∑|M |
j=1 yi,j = 1 i = 1, 2, ..., |m|∑|M |
j=1 jyi2,j −

∑|M |
j=1 jyi1,j ≥ 0 (mi1 ,mi2) ∈ σ

λ, xk,j ≥ 0, yi,j ∈ {0, 1} and βk1,k2 ∈ {0, 1} for k1 < k2

(9)
where R is a sufficiently large positive constant.

The number of decision variables and constrains in MIP1,MIP2 and MIP3
are shown in table 2 respectively.

Table 2. The number of decision variables and constraints in MIP1, MIP2 and MIP3

Mixed-integer program The number of decision variables The number of constraints

MIP1 1 + |J ||M |+ |m||M | 2|J ||M |+ |m|+ |σ|

MIP2
|J||M|(|J|+1)

2
+ 1 + |m||M | |J ||M |(2|J | − 1) + |m|+ |σ|

MIP3
|J|(|J|−1)

2
+ 1 + |J ||M |+ |m||M | |J ||M |(2|J | − 1) + |m|+ |σ|

6 Case study

In this example, the cyclic reconfigurable flow shop consists of 3 jobs, 3 ma-
chines and 4 modules. J1 is to be processed on modules in the sequence of
m3m4, J2 in the sequence of m1m4 and J3 in the sequence of m1m2m3. The
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processing time matrix of jobs on modules

Z =




0 0 45 30
23 0 0 61
60 76 5 0


 .

We have

J = {J1, J2, J3}
M = {M1,M2,M3}
m(J1) = {m3,m4}
m(J2) = {m1,m4}
m(J3) = {m1,m2,m3}
m =

⋃3
k=1 m(Jk) = {m1,m2,m3,m4}

σ(J1) = {(m3,m4)}
σ(J2) = {(m1,m4)}
σ(J3) = {(m1,m2), (m2,m3)}
σ =

⋃3
k=1 σ(Jk) = {(m1,m2), (m2,m3), (m3,m4), (m1,m4)}.

Let R = 10, 000 and the optimal configuration, the minimal cycle time (λ∗)
are shown in table 3 after solving MIP1,MIP2 and MIP3.

Table 3. The optimal solutions to MIP1, MIP2 and MIP3

Mixed-integer program The sequence of jobs on Mj The modules placed on Mj λ∗
M1 M2 M3 M1 M2 M3

MIP1 J1J2J3 J1J2J3 J1J2J3 m1 m2 m3m4 150
MIP2 J3J2J1 J3J1J2 J3J2J1 m1 m2 m3m4 141
MIP3 J3J2J1 J3J2J1 J3J2J1 m1 m2m3 m4 141

7 Conclusions and future work

Based on the idea that modules are independent of machines and different
combinations of modules and machines result in different configurations, the
cyclic reconfigurable flow shop is proposed in this paper. The cyclic recon-
figurable flow shop can be modeled as a timed event graph. Different cases
of cyclic reconfigurable flow shops are discussed respectively and the opti-
mal configuration can be obtained by solving the corresponding mixed-integer
program derived from the timed event graph model.

Future work should be concentrated on the following aspects:
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(1) The optimal configuration is defined as the one with the minimal cycle
time. More generally, other factors such as the reconfigure cost should be
considered in evaluating the overall system performance.

(2) For the case that zk,i is random, stochastic models should be established
to evaluate the system performance.

(3) Practically, the buffers between machines are limited. The cyclic reconfig-
urable flow shops with limited buffers should be studied in the future.

(4) The idea in section 2 can be applied to other types of manufacturing sys-
tems such as job shops.
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